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This paper presents a robust computational framework for monocular 3D tracking of human movement. The main innovation of
the proposed framework is to explore the underlying data structures of the body silhouette and pose spaces by constructing low-
dimensional silhouettes and poses manifolds, establishing intermanifold mappings, and performing tracking in such manifolds
using a particle filter. In addition, a novel vectorized silhouette descriptor is introduced to achieve low-dimensional, noise-resilient
silhouette representation. The proposed articulated motion tracker is view-independent, self-initializing, and capable of main-
taining multiple kinematic trajectories. By using the learned mapping from the silhouette manifold to the pose manifold, particle
sampling is informed by the current image observation, resulting in improved sample eﬃciency. Decent tracking results have been
obtained using synthetic and real videos.
Copyright © 2008 F. Guo and G. Qian. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reliable recovery and tracking of articulated human mo-
tion from video are considered a very challenging problem
in computer vision, due to the versatility of human move-
ment, the variability of body types, various movement styles
and signatures, and the 3D nature of human body. Vision-
based tracking of articulated motion is a temporal infer-
ence problem. There exist numerous computational frame-
works addressing this problem. Some of the frameworks
make use of training data (e.g., [1]) to inform the track-
ing, while some attempt to directly infer the articulated mo-
tion without using any training data (e.g., [2]). When train-
ing data is available, the articulated motion tracking can be
cast into a statistical learning and inference problem. Using a
set of training examples, a learning and inference framework
needs to be developed to track both seen and unseen move-
ments performed by known or unknown subjects. In terms
of the learning and inference structure, existing 3D track-
ing algorithms can be roughly clustered into two categories,
namely, generative-based and discriminative-based ap-
proaches. Generative-based approaches, for example [2–4],
usually assume the knowledge of a 3D body model of the sub-
ject and dynamical models of the related movement, from
which kinematic predictions and corresponding image ob-
servations can be generated. The movement dynamics are
learned from training examples using various dynamic sys-
tem models, for example, autoregressive models [5], hidden
Markov models [6], Gaussian process dynamical models [1],
and piecewise linear models in the form of a mixture of fac-
tor analyzers [7]. A recursive filter is often deployed to tem-
porally propagate the posterior distribution of the state. Es-
pecially, particle filters have been extensively used in move-
ment tracking to handle nonlinearity in both the system ob-
servation and the dynamic equations. Discriminative-based
approaches, for example [8–13], treat kinematics recovery
from images as a regression problem from the image space
to the body kinematics space. Using training data, the rela-
tionship between image observation and body poses is ob-
tained using machine-learning techniques. When compared
against each other, both approaches have their own pros and
cons. In general, generative-based methods utilize movement
dynamics and produce more accurate tracking results, al-
though they are more time consuming, and usually the con-
ditional distribution of the kinematics given the current im-
age observation is not utilized directly. On the other hand,
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discriminative-based methods learn such conditional distri-
butions of kinematics given image observations from train-
ing data and often result in fast image-based kinematic infer-
ence. However, movement kinematics are usually not fully
explored by discriminative-based methods. Thus, the rich
temporal correlation of body kinematics between adjacent
frames is unused in tracking.
In this paper, we present a 3D tracking framework that
integrates the strengths of both generative and discrimi-
native approaches. The proposed framework explores the
underlying low-dimensional manifolds of silhouettes and
poses using nonlinear dimension reduction techniques such
as Gaussian process latent variable models (GPLVM) [14]
and Gaussian process dynamic models (GPDM) [15]. Both
Gaussian process models have been used for people track-
ing [1, 16–18]. The Bayesian mixture of experts (BME) and
relevance vector machine (RVM) are then used to construct
bidirectional mappings between these two manifolds, in a
manner similar to [10]. A particle filter defined over the
pose manifold is used for tracking. Our proposed tracker is
self-initializing and capable of tracking multiple kinematic
trajectories due to the BME-based multimodal silhouette-
to-kinematics mapping. In addition, because of the bidi-
rectional inter-manifold mappings, the particle filter can
draw kinematic samples using the current image observa-
tion, and evaluate sample weights without projecting a 3D
body model. To overcome noise present in silhouette im-
ages, a low-dimensional vectorized silhouette descriptor is
introduced based on Gaussian mixture models. Our pro-
posed framework has been tested using both synthetic and
real videos with diﬀerent subjects and movement styles from
the training. Experimental results show the eﬃcacy of the
proposed method.
1.1. Related work
Among existing methods on integrating generative-based
and discriminative-based approaches for articulated motion
tracking, the 2D articulated human motion tracking system
proposed by Curio and Giese [19] is the most revelent to our
framework. The system in [19] conducts dimension reduc-
tion in both image and pose spaces. Using training data, one-
to-many support vector regression (SVR) is learned to con-
duct view-based pose estimation. A first-order autoregres-
sive (AR) linear model is used to represent state dynamics. A
competitive particle filter defined over the hidden state space
is deployed to select plausible branches and propagate state
posteriors over time. Due to SVR, this system is capable of
autonomous initialization. It draws samples using both cur-
rent observation and state dynamics. However, there are four
major diﬀerences between the approach in [19] and our pro-
posed framework. Essentially, [19] presents a tracking system
for 2D articulated motion, while our framework is for 3D
tracking. In addition, In [19] a 2D patch-model is used to ob-
tain the predicted image observation, while in our proposed
framework this is done through nonlinear regression with-
out using any body models. Furthermore, during the initial-
ization stage of the system in [19], only the best body config-
uration obtained from the view-based pose estimation and
the model-based matching is used to initialize the tracking.
It is obvious that using a single initial state has the risk of
missing other admissible solutions due to the inherent ambi-
guity. Therefore, in our proposed system multiple solutions
are maintained in tracking. Finally, BME is used in our pro-
posed framework for view-based pose estimation instead of
SVR as in [19]. BME has been used for kinematic recovery
[10]. In summary, our proposed framework can be consid-
ered as an extension of the system in [19] to better address
the integration of generative-based and discriminative-based
approaches in the case of 3D tracking of human movement,
with the advantages of tracking multiple possible pose tra-
jectories over time and removing the requirement of a body
model to obtain predicted image observations.
Dimension reduction of the image silhouette and pose
spaces has also been investigated using kernel principle com-
ponent analysis (KPCA) [12, 20] and probabilistic PCA
[13, 21]. In [7, 22], a mixture of factor analyzers is used
to locally approximate the pose manifold. Factor analyzers
perform nonlinear dimension reduction and data clustering
concurrently within a global coordinate system, which makes
it possible to derive an eﬃcient multiple hypothesis track-
ing algorithm based on distribution modes. Recently, non-
linear probabilistic generative models such as GPLVM [14]
have been used to represent the low-dimensional full body
joint data [16, 23] and upper body joints [24] in a probabilis-
tic framework. Reference [16] introduces the scaled GPLVM
to learn dynamical models of human movements. As vari-
ants of GPLVM, GPDM [15, 25], and balanced GPDM [1]
have shown to be able to capture the underlying dynamics
of movement, and at the same time to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the pose space. Such GPLVM-based movement
dynamical models have been successfully used as priors for
tracking of various types of movement, including walking
[1] and golf swing [16]. Recently, [26] presents a hierarchi-
cal GPLVM to explore the conditional independencies, while
[27] extends GPDM into a multifactor analysis framework
for style-content separation. In our proposed framework, we
follow the balanced GPDM presented in [1] to learn move-
ment dynamics due to its simplicity and demonstrated ability
to model human movement. Furthermore, we adopt GPLVM
to construct the silhouette manifold using silhouette images
from diﬀerent views, which has been shown to be promis-
ing in our experiments. Additional results using GPLVM for
3D tracking have been reported recently. In [18], a real-time
body tracking framework is presented using GPLVM.
Since image observations and body poses of the same
movement essentially describe the same physical phenom-
enon, it is reasonable to learn a joint image-pose manifold. In
[17] GPLVM has been used to obtain a joint silhouette and
pose manifold for pose estimation. Reference [28] presents
a joint learning algorithm for a bidirectional generative-
discriminative model for 2D people detection and 3D hu-
man motion reconstruction from static images with clut-
tered background by combining the top-down (generative-
based) and bottom-up (discriminative-based) processings.
The combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches
in [28] is promising for solving simultaneous people detec-
tion and pose recovery in cluttered images. However, the

















































Figure 1: An overview of the proposed framework, (a): training phase; (b): tracking phase.
emphasis of [28] is on parameter learning of the bidirectional
model and movement dynamics are not considered. Com-
paring with [17, 28], the separate kinematics and silhouette
manifold learning is a limitation of our proposed framework.
View-independent tracking and handling of ambiguous
solutions are critical for monocular-based tracking. To tackle
this challenge, [29] represents shape deformations according
to view and body configuration changes on a 2D torus man-
ifold. A nonlinear mapping is then learned between torus
manifold embedding and visual input using empirical kernel
mapping. Reference [30] learned a clustered exemplar-based
dynamic model for viewpoint invariant tracking of the 3D
human motion from a single camera. This system can accu-
rately track large movements of the human limbs. However,
neither of the above approaches explicitly considers multi-
ple solutions and only one kinematic trajectory is tracked,
which results in an incomplete description of the posterior
distribution of poses. To handle the multimodal mapping
from the visual input space to the pose space, several ap-
proaches [10, 31, 32] have been proposed. The basic idea
is to split the input space into a set of regions and approx-
imate a separate mapping for each individual region. These
regions have soft boundaries, meaning that data points may
lie simultaneously in multiple regions with certain probabil-
ities. The mapping in [31] is based on the joint probability
distribution of both the input and the output data. An in-
verse mapping function is used to formulate an eﬃcient in-
ference. In [10, 32], the conditional distribution of the out-
put given the input is learned in the framework of mixture of
experts. Reference [32] also uses the joint input-output dis-
tribution and obtains the conditional distribution using the
Bayes rule while [10] learns the conditional distribution di-
rectly. In our proposed framework, we adopt the extended
BME model [33] and use RVM as experts [10] for multi-
modal regression. A related work that should be mentioned
here is the extended multivariate RVM for multimodal mul-
tidimensional 3D body tracking [8]. Impressive full body
tracking results of human movement have been reported in
[8].
Another highlight of our proposed system is that pre-
dicted visual observations can be obtained directly from a
pose hypothesis without projecting a 3D body model. This
feature allows eﬃcient likelihood and weight evaluation in a
particle filtering framework. The 3D-model-free approaches
for image silhouette synthesis from movement data reported
in [34, 35] are most related to our proposed approach. The
main diﬀerence is that our approach achieves visual predic-
tion using RVM-based regression, while in [34, 35] multilin-
ear analyis [36] is used for visual synthesis.
2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
An overview of the architecture of our proposed system is
presented in Figure 1, consisting of a training phase and a
tracking phase.
The training phase contains training data preparation
and model learning. In data preparation, synthetic images
are rendered using animation software from motion cap-
ture data, for example, Maya. The model-learning process
has five major steps as shown in Figure 1(a). In the first step,
key frames are selected from synthetic images using multidi-
mensional scaling (MDS) [37, 38] and k-means. In the sec-
ond step, silhouettes in the training data are then be vec-
torized according to its distances to these key frames. Then
in the following step, GPLVM is used to construct the low-
dimensional manifold S of the image silhouettes from mul-
tiple views using their vectorized descriptors. The fourth step
is to reduce dimensionality of the pose data and obtain a re-
lated motion dynamical model. GPDM is used to obtain the
manifoldΘ of full-body pose angles. This latent space is then
augmented by the torso orientation spaceΨ to form the com-
plete pose latent space C ≡ (Θ,Ψ). Finally in the last step, the
forward and backward nonlinear mappings between C to S
are constructed in the learning phase. The forward mapping
from C to S is established using RVM, which will be used to
eﬃciently evaluate sample weights in the tracking phase. The
multimodal (one-to-many) backward mapping from S to C
is obtained using BME.
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The essence of tracking in our proposed framework is
the propagation of weighted movement particles in C based
on the image observation up to the current time instant and
learned movement dynamic models. In tracking, the body
silhouette is first extracted from an input image and then vec-
torized. Using the learned GPLVM, its corresponding latent
position is found in S. Then BME is invoked to find a few
plausible pose estimates in C. Movement samples are drawn
according to both the BME outputs and learned GPDM. The
sample weights are evaluated according to the distance be-
tween the observed and predicted silhouettes. The empiri-
cal posterior distributions of poses are then obtained as the
weighted samples. The details of the learning and tracking
steps are described in the following sections.
3. PREPARATION OF TRAINING DATA
To learn various models in the proposed framework, we need
to construct training data sets including complete pose data
(body joint angles, torso orientation), and the corresponding
images. In our experiments, we focus on the tracking of gait.
Three walking sequences (07 01, 16 16, 35 03) from diﬀer-
ent subjects were taken from CMU motion capture database
[39], with each sequence containing two gait cycles. These se-
quences were then downsampled by a factor of 4, constitut-
ing 226 motion capture frames in total. There are 56 original
local joint angles in the original motion capture data. Only
42 major joint angles are used in our experiments. This set of
local joint angles is denoted as ΘT .
To synthesize multiple views of one body pose defined by
a frame of motion capture data, sixteen frames complete pose
data were generated by augmenting the local joint angles
with 16 diﬀerent torso orientation angles. To obtain silhou-
ettes from diverse view points, these orientation angles are
randomly altered from frame to frame. Given one frame of
motion capture data, these 16 torso orientation angles were
selected as follows. A circle centered at the body centroid in
the horizontal plane of the human body can be found. To de-
termine the 16 body orientation angles, this circle is equally
divided into 16 parts, corresponding to 16 cameras views. In
each camera view, an angle is uniformly drawn in an angle
interval of 22.5◦. Hence for each given motion capture frame,
there are 16 complete pose frames with diﬀerent torso orien-
tation angles, resulting 3616 (226×16) complete pose frames
in total. This training set of complete poses is denoted as CT .
Using CT , corresponding silhouettes were generated us-
ing animation software. We denote this silhouette training set
ST . Three diﬀerent 3D models (one female and two males)
were used for each subject to obtain a diverse silhouette set
with varying appearances.
4. IMAGE FEATURE REPRESENTATION
4.1. GMM-based silhouette descriptor
Assume that silhouettes can be extracted from images using
background subtraction and refined by morphological oper-
ation. The remaining question is how to represent the silhou-
ette robustly and eﬃciently. Diﬀerent shape descriptors have
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: (a): the original silhouette, (b): learned Gaussian mixture
components using EM, (c): point samples drawn such a GMM.
been used to represent silhouettes. In [40], Fourier descrip-
tor, shape context, and Hu moments were computed from
silhouettes and their resistance to variations in body built,
silhouette extraction errors, and viewpoints were compared.
It is shown that both Fourier descriptor and shape context
perform better than the Hu moment. In our approach, Gaus-
sian mixture models (GMM) are used to represent silhou-
ettes and it performs better than shape context descriptor.
We have used GMM-based shape descriptor in our previous
work on single-image-based pose inference [41].
GMM assumes that the observed unlabeled data is pro-
duced by a number of Gaussian distributions. The basic idea
of GMM-based silhouette descriptor is to consider a silhou-
ette as a set of coherent regions in the 2D space such that the
foreground pixel locations are generated by a GMM. Strictly
speaking, foreground pixel locations of a silhouette do not
exactly follow the Gaussian distribution assumption. Actu-
ally a uniform distribution confined to a closed area given by
the silhouette contour would be a much better choice. How-
ever, due to its simplicity, GMM is selected in the proposed
framework to represent silhouettes. From Figure 2, we can
see that the GMM can model the distribution of the silhou-
ette pixels well. It has good locality to improve the robustness
compared the global descriptor such as shape moment. The
reconstructed silhouette points look very similar to the orig-
inal silhouette image.
Given a silhouette, the GMM parameters can be obtained
using an EM algorithm. Initial data clustering can be done
using the k-means algorithm. The full covariance matrices of
the Gaussian are estimated. In our implementation, a GMM
with 20 components is used to represent one silhouette. It
takes about 600 milliseconds to extract the GMM parameters
from an input silhouette (∼120 pixel-high) using Matlab.
4.2. KLD-based similarity measure
It is critical to measure the similarities between silhou-
ettes. Based on the GMM descriptor, the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) is used to compute the distance between
two silhouettes. Similar approaches have been taken for
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Figure 3: Clean (top row) and noisy silhouettes of some dance
poses.
GMM-based image matching for content-based image re-
trieval [42]. Given two distributions p1 and p2, the KLD from


























In our implementation, such symmetric KLD is used to com-
pute the distance between two silhouettes and the KLDs are
computed using a sampling-based method.
GMM representation can handle noise and small shape
model diﬀerences. For example, Figure 3 has three columns
of images. In each column, the bottom image is a noisy ver-
sion of the top image. The KLD between the noisy and clean
silhouettes in the left, middle, and right columns are 0.04,
0.03, and 0.1, respectively. They are all below 0.3, which is
an empirical KLD threshold indicating similar silhouettes.
This threshold was obtained according to our experiments
running over a large number of image silhouettes of various
movements and dance poses.
4.3. Vectorized silhouette descriptor
Although GMM and KLD can represent silhouettes and com-
pute their similarities, sampling-based KLD computation be-
tween two silhouettes is slow, which harms the scalability of
the proposed method when a large number of training data
is used. To overcome this problem, in the proposed frame-
work a vectorization of the GMM-based silhouette descrip-
tor is introduced. The nonvectorized GMM-based shape de-
scriptor has been used in our previous work on single-image-
based pose inference [41]. Vector representation of silhou-
ette is critical since it will simplify and expedite the GPLVM-
based manifold learning and mapping from silhouette space
to its latent space.
Figure 4: Some of the 46 key frames selected from the training sam-
ples.
To obtain a vector representation for our GMM descrip-
tor, we use the relative distances of one silhouette to several
key silhouettes to locate this point in the silhouette space.
The distance between this silhouette and each key silhouette
is one element in the vector. The challenge here is to deter-
mine how many of them will be suﬃcient and how to select
these key frames.
In our propose framework, we first use MDS [37, 38]
to estimate the underlying dimensionality of the silhouette
space. Then the k-means algorithm is used to cluster train-
ing data and locate the cluster centers. Silhouettes that are
the closest to these cluster centers are then selected as our
key frames. Given training data, the distance matrix D of all
silhouettes is readily computed using KLD. MDS is a non-
linear dimension reduction method if one can obtain a good
distance measure. An excellent review of MDS can be found
in [37, 38]. Following MDS, D = −PeDPe can be computed.
When D is a distance matrix of a metric space (e.g., symmet-
ric, nonnegative, satisfying triangle inequality), D is positive
semidefinite (PSD), and the minimal embedding dimension
is given by the rank of D. Here Pe = 1 − eeT/N is the cen-
tering matrix, where N is the number of training data and
eeT is an N ×N matrix of all ones. Due to observation noise
and errors introduced in the sampling-based KLD calcula-
tion, the KLD matrix D we obtained is only an approximate
distance matrix and D might not be purely PSD in practice.
In our case, we just ignored the negative eigenvalues of D
and only considered the positive ones. Using the 3616 train-
ing samples in ST described in Section 3, 45 dimensions are
kept to count over 99% of the energy in the positive eigenval-
ues. To remove a representation ambiguity, distances from 46
key frames are needed to locate a point in a 45-dimensional
space. To select these key frames, all the training silhouettes
are clustered into 46 groups using the k-means algorithm.
The closest silhouette to the center of each cluster is chosen
as the key silhouette. Some of these 46 key frames are shown
in Figure 4. Given these key silhouettes, we obtain the GMM
vector representation as [d1, . . . ,di, . . . ,dN ], where di is the
KLD distance between this silhouette and the ith key silhou-
ette.
4.4. Comparison with other common
shape descriptors
To validate the proposed vectorized silhouette representation
based on GMM, extensive experiments have been conducted
to compare GMM descriptor, vectorized GMM descrip-
tor, shape context, and the Fourier descriptor. To produce
shape context descriptors, a code book of the 90-dimensional
shape context vectors is generated using the 3616 walking
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Figure 5: Distance matrices of a 149-frame sequence of side-view walking silhouettes computed using (a) GMM, (b) vectorized GMM using
46 key frames, (c) shape context, and (d) Fourier descriptor.
silhouettes from diﬀerent views in ST described in Section 3.
Two hundred points are uniformly sampled on the contour.
Each point has a shape context (5 radial, 12 angular bins, size
range 1/8 to 3 on log scale). The code book center is clus-
tered from shape context of all sampling points. To compare
these four types of shape descriptor, distance matrices be-
tween silhouettes of a walking sequence are computed based
on these descriptors. This sequence has 149 side views of a
person walking parallel to a fixed camera over about two
and half gait cycles (five steps). The four distance matrices
are shown in Figure 5. All distance matrices are normalized
with respect to the corresponding maxima. Dark blue pixels
indicate small distances. Since the input is a side-view walk-
ing sequence, significant inter-frame similarity is presented,
which results in a periodic pattern in the distance matrices.
This is caused by both repeated movement in diﬀerent gait
cycles and the half cycle ambiguity in a side-view walking se-
quence in the same or diﬀerent gait cycles (e.g., it is hard to
tell the left arm from the right arm from a side-view walk-
ing silhouette even for humans). Figure 6 presents the dis-
tance values from the 10th frame to the remaining frames
according to the four diﬀerent shape descriptors. It can be
seen from Figure 5 that the distance matrix computed us-
ing KLD based on GMM (Figure 5(a)) has the clearest pat-
tern as a result of smooth similarity measure as shown by
Figure 6(a). The continuity of the vectorized GMM is slightly
deteriorated comparing to the original GMM. However, it
is still much better than that of the shape context as shown
by Figures 5(b), 5(c), 6(b), and 6(c). The Fourier descrip-
tor is the least robust among the four shape descriptors. It is
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Figure 6: Distances between the 10th frame of the side-view walking sequence and all the other frames computed using (a) GMM, (b)
vectorized GMM using 46 key frames, (c) shape context, and (d) Fourier descriptor.
diﬃcult to locate similar poses (i.e., find the valleys in
Figure 6). This is because the outer contour of a silhouette
can change suddenly between successive frames. Thus, the
Fourier descriptor is discontinuous over time. Other than
these four descriptors, the columnized vector of the raw sil-
houette is actually also a reasonable shape descriptor. How-
ever, the huge dimensionality (∼1000) of the raw silhou-
ette makes the dimension reduction using GPLVM very time
consuming and thus computationally prohibitive.
To take a close look at the smoothness of the three shape
descriptors, original GMM, vectorized GMM, and shape
context, we examine the resulting manifolds after dimension
reduction and dynamic learning using GPDM. A smooth tra-
jectory of latent point in the manifold indicates smoothness
of the shape descriptor. Figure 7 shows three trajectories cor-
responding to these three shape descriptors. It can be seen
that the vectorized GMM has a smoother trajectory than that
of the shape context, which is consistent to our findings based
on distance matrices.
5. DIMENSION REDUCTION AND DYNAMIC LEARNING
5.1. Dimension reduction of silhouettes using GPLVM
GPLVM [43] provides a probabilistic approach to nonlinear
dimension reduction. In our proposed framework, GPLVM
is used to reduce the dimensionality of the silhouettes and
to recover the structure of silhouettes from diﬀerent views.

































Figure 7: Movement trajectories of 73 frames of side-view walking
silhouette in the manifold learned using GPDM from three shape
descriptors, including (a) GMM, (b) vectorized GMM using 46 key
frames, and (c) shape context.
A detailed tutorial on GPLVM can be found in [14]. Here we
briefly describe the basic idea of the GPLVM for the sake of
completeness.
Let Y = [y1, . . . , yi, . . . , yN ]T be a set of D-dimensional
data points and X = [x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xN ]T be the d-di-
mensional latent points associated with Y. Assume that Y is







where ηi∼N (0,β−1) and the weight vector W∼N (0,α−1W ).
ϕ(xi)’s are a set of basis functions. Given X, each dimension
of Y is a Gaussian process. By assuming independence among
diﬀerent dimensions of Y, the marginalized distribution of Y
over W given X is
P
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where K is the gram matrix of the ϕ(xi)’s. The goal in GPLVM
is to find X and the parameters that maximize the marginal
distribution of Y. The resulting X is thus considered as a low-
dimensional embedding of Y. By using the kernel trick, in-
stead of defining what ϕ(x) is, one can simply define a kernel
function over X and compute K so that K(i, j) = k(xi, xj).
By using a nonlinear kernel function, one introduces a non-
linear dimension reduction. In our approach, the following













+ β−1δxi,xj , (5)
where α is the overall scale of the output, γ is the inverse
width of the RBFs. The variance of the noise is given by β−1.
Λ = (α,β, γ) are the unknown model parameters. We need
to maximize (4) over Λ and X, which is equivalent to mini-
mizing the negative log of the objective function:
L = D
2















with respect to the Λ and X. The last term in (6) is added to
take care of the ambiguity between the scaling of X and γ by
enforcing a low energy regurlization prior over X. Once the
model is learned, given a new input data yn its correspond-














































μ(xn) is the mean pose reconstructed from the latent point
xn, and σ2(xn) is the reconstruction variance. μ is the
mean of the training data Y. k(xn) is the kernel func-
tion of xn evaluated over all the training data. Given in-
put yn, the initial latent position is obtained as xn =
arg minxnLm(xn, yn). Given xn, the mean data reconstructed
in high dimension can be obtained using (8). In our im-
plementation, we make use of the FGPLVM Matlab tool-
box (http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/neill/gpsoftware.html) and
the fully independent training conditional (FITC) approx-
imation [44] software provided by Dr. Neil Lawrence for
GPLVM learning and bidirectional mapping between X and
Y. Although the FITC approximation was used to expedite
the silhouette learning process, it took about five hours to
process all the 3616 training silhouettes. As a result, it will be
diﬃcult to extend our approach to handle multiple motions
simultaneously.
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Figure 8: The first three dimensions of the silhouette latent points of 640 walking frames.
When applying GPLVM to silhouettes modeling, the im-
age feature points are embedded in a 5D latent space S. This
is based on the consideration that three dimensions are the
minimum representation of walking silhouettes [34]. One
more dimension is enough to describe view changes along a
body-centroid-centered circle in the horizontal plane of the
subject. We then add the fifth dimension to allow the model
to capture extra variations, for example, introduced by body
shapes of diﬀerent 3D body models used in synthetic data
generation. By using the FGPLVM toolbox, we obtained the
corresponding manifold of the training silhouette data set ST
described in Section 3. In Figure 8, the first three dimensions
of 640 silhouette latent points from ST are shown. They rep-
resent 80 poses of one gait cycle (two steps) with 8 views for
each pose. It can be seen in Figure 8 that silhouettes in dif-
ferent ranges of view angles are generally in diﬀerent part of
the latent space with certain levels of overlapping. Hence, the
GPLVM can partly capture the structure of the silhouettes
introduced by view changes.
5.2. Movement dynamic learning using GPDM
GPDM simultaneously provides a low-dimensional embed-
ding of human motion data and dynamics. Based on
GPLVM, [15] proposed GPDM to add a dynamic model in
the latent space. It can be used for the modeling of a sin-
gle type of motion. Reference [1] extended the GPDM to
balanced-GPDM to handle multiple subjects’ stylistic vari-
ation by raising the dynamic density function.
GPDM defines a Gaussian process to relate latent points












where A and B are regression weights, and nx and ny are















where X̂ = [x2, . . . , xt]T , X˜ = [x1, . . . , xt−1]T , and Λd consists
of the kernel parameters which will be introduced later. Kx
is the kernel associated with the dynamics Gaussian process
and is constructed on X˜. We use an RBF kernel with a white













where Λd = (αd, γd,βd) are parameters of the kernel func-
tion for the dynamics. GPDM learning is similar to GPLVM
learning. The objective function is given by two marginal log-
likelihoods:





















(X,Λ,Λd) are found by maximizing Ld. Based on Λd, one is
ready to sample from the movement dynamics, which is im-
portant in particle filter-based tracking. Given xt−1, xt can be

























where μx(xt) and σ2x (xt) are the mean and variance for pre-
diction. kx(xt−1) is the kernel function of xt−1 evaluated
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Figure 9: Two views of a 3D GPDM learned using gait data set ΘT
(see Section 3), including six walking cycles’ frames from three sub-
jects.
over X̂ . In our implementation, the balanced GPDM [1] is
adopted to balance the eﬀect of the dynamics and the re-
construction. As a data preprocessing step, we first center
the motion capture data and then rescale the data to unit
variance [45]. This preprocessing reduces the uncertainty
in high-dimensional pose space. In addition, we follow the
learning procedure in [14] so that the kernel parameters in
Λd are prechosen instead of being learned for the sake of sim-
plicity. This is also due to the fact that these parameters carry
clear physical meanings so that they can be reasonably se-
lected by hand [14]. In our experiment, Λd= (0.01, 106, 0.2).
The local joint angles from motion capture are projected to
joint angle manifold Θ. By augmenting Θ with the torso ori-
entation space Ψ, we obtain the complete pose latent space
C. A 3D movement latent space learned using GPDM from
the joint angle data setΘT described in Section 3 (six walking
cycles from three subjects) are shown in Figure 9.
6. BME-BASED POSE INFERENCE
The backward mapping from the silhouette manifold S to the
joint space of the pose manifold and the torso orientation
C is needed to conduct both autonomous tracking initial-
ization and sampling from the most recent observation. Dif-
ferent poses can generate the same silhouette, which means
this backward mapping is one-to-many from a single-view
silhouette.
6.1. The basic setup of BME
The BME-based pose learning and inference method we use
here mainly follows our previous work in [41]. Let s ∈ S be
the latent point of an input silhouette and c ∈ C the corre-
sponding complete pose latent point. In our BME setup, the
conditional probability distribution p(c | s) is represented as
a mixture of K predictions from separate experts:
p
(









c | s, zk = 1,Uk
)
, (15)
where Ξ = {V, U} denotes the model parameters. zk is a la-
tent variable such that zk = 1 indicates that s is generated
by the kth expert, otherwise zk = 0. g(zk = 1 | s, V) is the
gate variable, which is the probability of selecting the kth ex-




c | s, zk = 1,Uk





where f (s, Wk) and Ωk are the mean and covariance ma-
trix of the output of the kth expert. Uk ≡ {Wk,Ωk} and
U ≡ {Uk}Kk=1. Following [33], in our framework we consider
the joint distribution p(c, s | Ξ) and assume the marginal dis-
tribution of s is also a mixture of Gaussian. Hence, the gate
variables are given by the posterior probability
g
(










where V = {Vk}Kk=1. Vk = (λk,μk,Σk) and λk, μk, Σk are the
mixture coeﬃcient, the mean and covariance matrix of the
marginal distribution of s for the kth expert, respectively. λk’s
sum to one.
Given a set of training samples {(s(i), c(i))}Ni=1, the BME
model parameter vector Ξ needs to be learned. Similar to
[10], in our framework the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm is used to learn Ξ. In the E-step of the nth itera-
tion, we first compute the posterior gate h(i)k = p(zk = 1 |
s(i), c(i),Ξ(n−1)) using the current parameter estimate Ξ(n−1).
h(i)k is basically the posterior probability that (s
(i), c(i)) is gen-
erated by the kth expert. Then in the M-step, the estimate of
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Ξ is refined by maximizing the expectation of the log likeli-
hood of the complete data including the latent variables. It
can be easily shown [33] that the object function can be de-
composed into two subfunctions: one related to gate param-
eters V and the other one to the expert parameters U. Details
about the update of V can be found in [33], which are essen-
tially the basic equations in the M-step for Gaussian mixture
modeling of {s(i)}Ni=1 using EM.
6.2. Experts learning using weighted RVM
In this section, we present our method for the learning of
the expert parameters U = {Uk}Kk=1. There are K data pair
clusters in BME. For each cluster, we need to construct an
expert for the mapping from silhouette latent point s to the
complete pose latent point c. The learning process of the pa-
rameters for all of the K experts is identical. We now consider
the learning of Uk = (Wk,Ωk). The input to the learning al-
gorithm is {(s(i), c(i)),h(i)k }
N
i=1, including the original training
data pairs and their associated posterior gate values with re-
spect to the kth expert. h(i)k ’s are the outputs of the E-step
of the BME learning mentioned in the previous section. Fol-
lowing [33], the objective function for the optimization of









In our proposed framework, we deployed RVM [46] to solve
this maximization problem. In our current implementation,
individual dimensions of c are considered separately assum-
ing independence between dimensions. To be concise in no-
tation, in the remaining of this section we assume that c is
a scalar. When c is a vector, the expert learning processes
in all dimensions are identical. Denote S = {s(i)}Ni=1, C =
[c(1), . . . , c(i), . . . , c(N)]T , and H = diag(hi), i = 1, . . . ,N . The




where φ(s) = [1, k(s, s(1)), . . . , k(s, s(N))]T is a column vector
of known kernel functions. Hence, the likelihood of C is
p
(















where Φ = [φ(s(1)), . . . ,φ(s(N))]T is the kernel matrix. To
overfitting, a diagonal hyper-parameter matrix A is intro-
duced to model the prior of Wk: p(Wk | A)∼N (Wk; 0, A−1).
Following the derivation in [46], it can be easily shown that
in the case of weighted RVM, the conditional probability dis-
tribution of W is given by
p
(
Wk | C, S, H, A,Ωk
) = N (Wk; Ŵk,Σ
)
, (21)
Ŵk,Σ are computed through the following iterative proce-
dure:
Σ = (Ω−1k ΦTHΦ + A
)−1
,




















where ŵi is the ith element of Ŵk. αi and Σii are the ith di-
agonal terms of A and Σ, respectively. Once the parameters
have been estimated, given a new input s∗, the conditional










with Ω̂k = (C j −ΦŴk)TH(C−ΦŴk).
6.3. Experiments results for 3D pose inference
To demonstrate the validity of the above BME-based pose in-
ference framework, some experimental results are included
in this section. The resulting BME constitutes a mapping
from S to C. The training data used includes the projection
of silhouette training set ST onto S using GPLVM and the
projection of the pose data CT on C using GPDM. The num-
ber of experts in BME is the number of mappings from S
to C. When the local body kinematics is fixed, usually five
mappings are suﬃcient to cover the variations introduced
by diﬀerent torso orientations. When the torso orientation
is fixed, the number of mappings needed to handle changes
due to diﬀerent body kinematics depends on the complexity
of the actual movement. In the case of gait, three mappings
are suﬃcient. Therefore, in our experiment when both torso
orientation and body kinematics are allowed to vary, fifteen
experts were learned in BME for pose inference of gait.
Synthetic testing data were generated using diﬀerent 3D
human models and motion sequences from diﬀerent sub-
jects. Some reconstructed poses for the first two most prob-
able outputs, that is, the outputs with the first two largest
gate values computed using (17), are shown in Figure 10. It
is clear that BME can handle ambiguous poses.
A real video (40 frames, two steps’ side-view walking) was
also used to evaluate this approach. Due to observation noise,
the silhouettes extracted from this video were not as clean as
the synthesized ones. However, BME can still produce per-
ceptually sound results. Some recovered poses are shown in
Figure 11.
7. TRACKING USING PARTICLE FILTER
A particle filter defined over C is used for 3D tracking of
articulated motion. The state parameter at time t is ct =
(θt,ψt), where θt is the latent point of the body joint an-
gles, and ψt is the torso orientation. Given a sequence of la-
tent silhouette points s1:t obtained from input images using
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Figure 10: BME-based pose inference results of a synthetic walking
sequence. Top row: input images; middle row: the most probable
poses; bottom row: the second most probable poses.
Figure 11: BME-based pose inference results of a real walking
video. Top row: input video images; middle row: the most proba-
ble poses; The third row: The second most probable poses.
GPLVM, the posterior distribution of the state is approxi-
mated by a set of weighted samples {w(i)t , c(i)t }
M
i=1. The im-













c(i)t | c(i)t−1, st
) . (24)
Pose estimation results from BME are used to initialize
the tracking. BME cannot disambiguate, however, it pro-
vides multiple possible solutions. In our experiments, the
first three most probable solutions from BME are selected as
tracking seeds according to their gate values. Then samples
(a)










Figure 12: (a) Sample silhouettes from view number 1through view
number 5, indexed starting from the leftmost figure. (b) RMS error
results using rendering and regression approaches. The average er-
ror is close for both approaches.
are drawn around these seeds. Generally, a wrong initialized
branch will merge with the correct ones after several frames
estimation. But in some situations, due to inherent ambi-
guity, an ambiguous solution might also stay. For example,
multiple tracking trajectories were obtained in some of our
experiments as discussed in Section 8.
7.1. Sampling
Particles are propagated over time from a proposal distribu-
tion q. To take into account both the movement dynamics
and the most recent observation st, in our approach we select
q to be the mixture of two distributions as follows:
q
(





+ (1− π)p(ct | ct−1
)
, (25)
















In our experiment, we only use the first three most proba-
ble components of the 15 BME outputs and draw samples
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Figure 13: Experimental results obtained using synthetic data. (a) average RMS errors obtained using synthetic testing sequences from
diﬀerent views; (b) frame-wise RMS from the side view. (c) exemplar input silhouettes of view 5 and tracking results. Top row: some input
silhouettes; the second and third rows: two plausible solutions obtained using our framework; the fourth row: the recovered poses directly
from the observed image using BME; bottom row: the recovered poses obtained using only dynamic prediction; (d) the tracked movement
trajectories in the joint angle manifold Θ.
according to the regression covariance. The second term in
(25) is from movement dynamics learned using GPDM and











In (25), π is the mixture coeﬃcient of the BME-based pre-
diction and the dynamics-based prediction components. In
our experiments, π = 0.5. Because of C is a 5D space, only
100 particles were used in tracking, which makes the tracking
computationally eﬃcient.
7.2. Likelihood evaluation
In our framework, we take RVM as the regression function to
construct a forward mapping from C to S. The hypothesized
pose latent point c∗ is first projected to s∗, and then to the
image feature space using the inverse mapping in GPLVM.
In the RVM learning, we used the same training set as that in
the BME learning described in Section 6.3. The final num-
ber of the relevance vectors accounts about 10%–20% of the
total data. To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the RVM-based
mapping, it was compared against a model-based approach,
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in which the hypothesized torso orientation and body kine-
matics were obtained from c∗, and then Maya was used to
render the corresponding silhouettes of the 3D body model.
The silhouette distance is measured in the vectorized GMM
feature space. Comparison results using five walking images
are included in this section. For each input silhouette, fif-
teen poses were inferred using BME learned according to the
method presented in Section 6.3. Given a pose, two vector-
ized GMM descriptors were obtained using both the RVM-
and model-based approaches. The root mean square errors
(RMSEs) between the predicted and true image features were
then computed. Figure 12(a) shows exemplar input silhou-
ettes from view number 1 through view number 5, indexed
starting from the leftmost figure. For each view and each
method, given an input silhouette, we found the smallest
RMSE among all of the 15 candidate poses provided by BME.
We then compute the average of the smallest RMSE over all
the input silhouettes. The average RMSEs of all the five views
from both methods are shown in Figure 12(b). It can be seen
that the average RMSEs are close for these two approaches,
which indicates that the likelihoods of a good pose candidate
computed using both methods are similar. Hence, we can use
the example-based approach for computation eﬃciency. In
addition, the example-based approach does not need a 3D
body model of the subject, which also simplifies the prob-
lem.
8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed framework has been tested using both syn-
thetic and real image sets. The system was trained using
training data described in Section 3.
During tracking, the preprocessing of the input image
takes about 800 milliseconds per frame, including silhouette
extraction, GMM, and vectorization. Out of these three op-
erations, GMM is the most time consuming, taking about
600 milliseconds. The mapping from vectorized GMM to the
silhouette manifold S is the most time consuming operation
in our current implementation, which takes about 3 seconds
per frame. BME inference, sampling, and sample weight eval-
uation is fairly fast, taking about 200 milliseconds per frame.
The total time to process one frame of input image is about
4 seconds.
We first used synthetic data to evaluate the accuracy of
our tracking system. The test sequence was created using mo-
tion capture data (sequence 08 02 in the CMU database) of a
new subject not included in training sets and a new 3D body
model. Some of the camera views are also new. This test se-
quence has 63 frames of two walking cycles. The five cam-
era views used to create the testing data are the same as those
shown in Figure 12(a). The RMSEs between the ground truth
and the estimated joint angles are given to show the track-
ing accuracy. The tracking results based only on sampling
from the GPDM movement dynamics are also included for
comparison purposes. One hundred particles were used in
both cases. The average RMS errors from diﬀerent views are
shown in Figure 13(a). The tracking from view number 1
(frontal view) is rather ambiguous. The frame-wise RMSE of
view number 5 (side view walking from left to right) is given
Figure 14: Reconstructed poses for a real image sequence of 42
frames. Top row: sample input images; the second row: extracted sil-
houettes; the third row: recovered poses using the proposed frame-
work; the fourth row: recovered poses directly from the observed
image using only BME; bottom row: recovered poses obtained us-
ing only dynamic prediction.
in Figure 13(b). Figure 13(c) presents some input silhouettes
from view 5 (top row) and their estimated poses (the sec-
ond and third rows). To show the eﬀectiveness of the pro-
posed framework, results from the static image estimation
using only BME and results from sampling from dynamics
are also shown in the fourth and fifth rows, respectively. It
can be seen that our proposed framework provided the most
accurate tracking results among all three methods.
The result obtained using the proposed method success-
fully describes the inherent left-and-right ambiguity present
in the input silhouette. It can been seen that the initial
and the continuous silhouettes are diﬃcult to be distin-
guished from the left and the right. The proposed framework
returned both admissible results, although we cannot tell
which one corresponds to the true movement. Both move-
ment trajectories tracked in Θ are shown in Figure 13(d).
A real video sequence of 42 frames of two steps walking
along diagonal direction to the camera was used to evaluate
the proposed system. The subject was not seen in the system
training. One hundred particles were used in the tracking.
Due to observation noise in the video, the extracted silhou-
ettes were not as clean as the synthesized ones. However, the
proposed approach can still produce plausible results. Some
recovered poses are shown in Figure 14.
Another real video sequence (40 frames, two steps side
view walking) was used to evaluate the proposed system.
This video is slightly more challenging than the previous
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Figure 15: Pose tracking results obtained using a real image sequence of 40 frames, where there is a movement jump between frame 29
to frame 30. (a) Top row: sample input images; the second row: extracted silhouettes; the third and fourth rows: two plausible solutions
tracked using our framework; the fifth row: recovered poses directly from the corresponding images using BME; bottom row: recovered
poses obtained using only dynamic prediction. (b) The tracked movement trajectories in the joint angle manifold Θ.
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Figure 16: Pose tracking results using a real image sequence of circular walking. Top row: sample input images; the second row: extracted
silhouettes; the third row: recovered poses using the proposed framework; the fourth row: recovered poses directly from the corresponding
images using only BME; bottom row: recovered poses obtained using only dynamic prediction.
one because there is a jump between frame 29 to frame
30 due to missing frames caused by a misoperation dur-
ing the video recording. One hundred particles were used
in the tracking. The proposed framework still recovered two
reasonable movement trajectories. Some of the results are
shown in Figure 15(a). Both admissible tracking trajectories
in the joint angle manifoldΘ are shown in Figure 15(b). The
last set of experimental results included here shows the gen-
eralization capability of our proposed tracking framework. A
video of a circular walking from [3] was used. Two hundred
particles were used in the tracking. The number of samples
used in this experiment was more than the other experiments
because of the increased movement complexity present in
a circular walking. The corresponding results are shown in
Figure 16. It can be seen that our proposed framework can
track this challenging video fairly well. Our results are much
better than those obtained either using only BME or direct
sampling from movement dynamics.
9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a 3D articulated human motion tracking fra-
mework using a single camera is proposed based on mani-
fold learning, nonlinear regression, and particle filter-based
tracking. Experimental results show that once properly
trained, the proposed framework is able to track patterned
motion, for example, walking.
A number of improvements can be made as part of our
future work. In the proposed framework, there are two sep-
arate low-dimensional manifolds for silhouettes and poses,
which requires a number of forward-backward mappings. In
our future work, we will try to construct a joint silhouette-
pose manifold which will greatly simplify the mapping pro-
cedure from the input silhouette to the corresponding la-
tent pose point, in a way similar to [17]. In the proposed
framework, we assume that all the entries of the vectorized
GMM are independent given the latent variables. This might
not be true in reality. We will investigate possible errors car-
ried by this assumption. In our current implementation, we
only learn the parameters for a first-order Markov process.
To explore higher-order Markov processes, there will be an-
other interesting research problem to work on as well. In our
current BME learning, experts for diﬀerent dimensions of C
are learned separately using univariate RVM. In our future
work, we would like to adopt the multivariate RVM frame-
work proposed in [8] for BME learning and pose inference.
We will also compare the final tracking results obtained us-
ing univariate RVM and multivariate RVM. Finally, we are
working on extending our proposed framework in this pa-
per into a multiple-view setting. Research challenges include
optimization of a fusion scheme of input from multiple cam-
eras.
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